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REASONS

STUDENTS TAKE OUR
ONLINE SUMMER COURSES

To learn more about a career interest — We offer online courses in veterinary science,
computer programming, medical terminology, astronomy, oceanography, and many
other fascinating, career-oriented subjects!

To recover credits in a course they failed during a previous semester — We offer a
special program called Essentials for online credit recovery students that provides them
with extra support in their online courses

To fulfill prerequisites — so they can begin AP courses or dual enrollment in the Fall

To create more space in next year’s schedule — so they can take band, orchestra, choir,
AP courses, or dual enroll
To practice their math and English skills over the summer — Studies show that students
lose up to 2 months of math and reading skills over the summer. With our EdReady Math
and English programs, they can keep their minds active and either catch up to or surpass
grade-level expectations
To keep their world language learning skills fresh — so they don’t lose three months of
practice over the summer

To begin learning a new world language — We offer 6 world languages over the summer,
including Spanish, French, German, American Sign Language, Japanese, and Latin

To audit a challenging course they plan to take in the Fall — If students choose to audit a
course, it will not count as a credit, but also will not affect their GPA
To earn NCAA credits (for student-athletes) — Online courses that are NCAA-accredited
allow student-athletes get ahead on college requirements over the summer, so they have
more flexibility for balancing sports and school in the upcoming year
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To prevent summer brain drain — On average, it is predicted that students lose about one
month’s worth of learning over the summer. Online summer courses help students keep
their minds active during summer break!
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